
VDIPOD – With VDIPOD, AEC companies can collaborate at scale and in new ways: internally, 
with clients, with external partners, and throughout the supply chain. 

VDI on Premise – We know each VDI project has unique requirements. And no two users are 
the same. So, you can design your own service from a selection of standard user profiles.

Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) – Flexible range of CapEx or OpEx solutions. You can design, host 
and manage – or ask us to do that for you.

Storage-as-a-Service – Rapidly scale capacity and only pay for the storage you use,  
per TB or GB.

Monitoring – Avoid business downtime with proactive 24/7 surveillance of critical IT 
infrastructure.

Security-as-a-Service – Strengthen your protection and consolidate vendors by gaining access 
to powerful tools and real-time thread intelligence.

Compute-as-Service – Boost data sharing and launch apps faster with instant access to top-
grade servers on-demand.

DR-as-a-Service – Ensure your business will always be up-and-running within the shortest time 
should the worst happen.

Network-as-a-Service – Optimise your networks and remove the hassle of managing routers, 
switches, load balancers, WAN optimisers, firewalls and other components.

Complete Solutions – FlashStack and FlexPlod-as-a-Service – Securely partition and share 
data centre resources.

CREATIVE ITC SOLUTIONS

CREATIVE ITC
IN THE AEC SECTOR

Our portfolio for AEC businesses covers everything from BIM VDI for data-intensive users 
of Revit 4D modelling tools and CAD applications, to global IT support, collaboration and 
cloud security solutions.
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OUR CUSTOMERS

“As part of our long-term strategy 
for the Group, we recognised we 
needed platform-as-a-service to 
give us more agility and scale

We evaluated a number of 
solutions from blue chip vendors, 
and whilst they worked, the 
VDIPOD from Creative gave 
us far greater predictability on 
costs, flexibility on delivery and 
confidence in our changing 
requirements”

Steven Capper, CIO, Royal BAM Group

Leading civil and building construction company Arup needed to reduce 
data centre operating costs, simplify management, and ensure application 
availability. They engaged Creative ITC for planning and deployment and 
managed to drastically reduce device count and power consumption. 

For a free consultation to see how Creative ITC could transform your organisation, 
please contact enquiries@creative-itc.com

BDP wanted to boost their project delivery and client satisfaction through 
BIM Level 2 adoption, with a ready-made path to achieving Level 3 in the 
future, but previous attempts to realise this using a common virtual desktop 
infrastructure (VDI) had been unsuccessful.  

“It was refreshing to see a VDI platform specifically designed for our industry 
and achieving BIM Level 2 maturity, which was a major driver,” says Alistair 
Kell, Principal and Director of IT and Process for BDP.

Sheppard Robson engaged Creative ITC to help improving their client 
experience by working more collaboratively everywhere. They managed to 
increase their staff productivity and save IT costs by cutting provisioning times 
from weeks to minutes. 

“We were looking for a partner to augment, not replace, what we do. Creative 
provides a safe pair of hands. We can depend on its expertise and bounce 
ideas off its people’’ says Simon Johns, IT Director at Sheppard Robson
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